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A study of specific effect of first-person narration 
in The Moon and Sixpence
KUKIMOTO,…Shinichiro
　The…main… character… in…The Moon and Sixpence,… Charles… Strickland… is… a…London…
stockbroker…who…abandons…his…wife…and…children…to…pursue…his…desire…to…become…an…artist…
indifferent…to…his…boring…surroundings.…Strickland…was…a…savage,…cruel,…yet…lonely…artist.…In…
The Moon and Sixpence,…the…first…person…singular…narrator…“I”…recalls…and…talks…about…him.…
The…purpose…of…this…paper…is…therefore…to…make…clear…the…roles…of…the…“I”…narrator.…I…will…
explore…specific…effect…of…the…first-person…narrator…“I”…as…a…series…of…glimpses…into…the…mind…
and…soul…of… the…central…character.…Moreover,… I…will…clarify… the…effect…of…unique…narration…






I… studied…The Moon and Sixpence… to… figure…out…what… is…Maugham’s…views…of…Charles…
Strickland,…and…how…he…represents…him…through…the…first…person…singular…narration…and…
tried…to…examine…the…characteristics…of…those…elements.
